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Physician Guided Elbow Self-Examination
Location of your pain

How bad is your pain?
On a scale from zero (no pain at all) to
10 (worse pain ever), what is your
usual shoulder pain severity?

Subjective elbow value (SSV)
Is your pain in the front, back, inside or
outside of your elbow?

If you consider a normal elbow 100%
normal, what percent of normal is
your bad elbow currently?

Your Type
elbow
alignment
something

Place both elbows straight and to the
side as shown in the photograph so that
your surgeon can compare your arms
and determine your alignment and
identify any possible deformities

Your
elbow
motion
Type
something
Extension

With the palm of your hand
facing straight up to the ceiling,
straighten your elbow as much
as possible

Without changing the position
of your shoulder and forearm,
bend your elbow as much as
possible
Supination
(Palm Up)

Pronation
(Palm
down)

Keeping your arm by
the side of your body,
rotate your palm up
(supination) and down
(pronation)

Pain Type
in the
front
something
The biceps' "hook test"
Place the palm of your hand in
front of your face as if you were
reading a book. Try to hook the
index finger of your opposite
hand behind a cord (tendon) in
front of your elbow.
1. Can you feel and hook that cord?
2. If yes, does it hurt when you pull on it?

Flexion

something
Pain on theType
outside
of your elbow

1 Tennis elbow
2 Posterior interosseous
nerve
3 Radial head / plica / OCD

2

1
3

In tennis elbow
(lateral
epicondylitis,
ECRB
tendinopathy)
pain is centered
slightly off the
bone on the side
of the elbow

TennisType
Elbow
Shear Test
something
Step #1

Step #2

Step #1 - With your elbow
bent, pull up with your wrist
against your other hand
Step #2. - Quickly punch in
the air; if you have tennis
elbow, this punching motion
will be painful

Plica
Test
Type
Rotate your
forearm so that
your palm is
facing away; then
bend your elbow
as much as
possible to see if
you feel a painful
click on the
outside

Chair
T Test
Stand up from a
chair pushing with
your arms so that
your palms are on
the seat and your
wrists point to your
body; do you feel as
if you cannot trust
your elbow?

Type
something
Pain on the
inside
of your elbow

The
ulnar
nerve
Type
something

Tap here

Use two fingers of your other
hand to tap multiple times just
behind the prominent bone on the
inside of your elbow (where the
"funny bone" is):
- do you feel pain?
- do you feel tingling in your ring
and small fingers?

Golfer's
Elbow
Type something

Pick up a heavy book as shown
in the picture, grasping the
book between your thumb and
rest of fingers; do you feel pain
on the inside of your elbow?

Hold a heavy book with your palm facing
up as if you were serving with a tray. Then,
move your elbow forth and back; do you
feel pain on the inside of your elbow?

Type
something
Pain on the
back
of your elbow

Make your triceps muscle tight
and push at the very tip of the
elbow. Is it painful?

Jerk your elbow as straight as
possible very quickly. Is it
painful?

To here

From here
Are you able to
straighten your
elbow overhead all
the way up starting
with your elbow bent
and the tip of your
elbow pointing up?

